DISCLOSURE
This research is non-independent research prepared by Fixed Income & Nordic Research in Nykredit Markets. Non-independent research is a marketing
communication and does not constitute independent, objective investment research and is thus not subject to the legal requirements applicable to independent investment research. Therefore, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of the marketing communication.
Recommendation and risk assessment structure for government bonds and bonds issued by financial institutions, including covered bonds
Bond recommendations
The research of Fixed Income & Nordic Research generally focuses on isolating relative value in bond and derivatives markets. Therefore, the interest
rate and/or volatility risk of the strategy is generally hedged through other bonds or derivatives (swaps, swaptions, caps, floors, etc). In contrast to outright
recommendations, our research often includes both a buy and a sell recommendation.
BUY: In our view, the bond is fairly inexpensive relative to comparable alternatives in either the bond or derivatives markets. We expect that the bond will
offer a higher return than the alternatives on a horizon of usually three months.
SELL: In our view, the bond is fairly expensive relative to comparable alternatives in either bond or derivatives markets. We expect that the bond will offer
a lower return than the alternatives on a horizon of usually three months.
Recommendations on portfolio allocation
The recommendations of Fixed Income & Nordic Research are based on a portfolio investor (long-only investor) in government bonds and bonds issued
by financial institutions. Click on the following link to see a list of all recommendations on financial instruments or issuers disseminated by Fixed Income &
Nordic Research in Nykredit Markets over the past 12 months.
OVERWEIGHT: In our view, the return on the bond segment will be higher than the return on the total Danish bond market (Danish government bonds
and bonds issued by financial institutions) in the next three months.
NEUTRAL: In our view, the return on the bond segment will be in line with the return on the total Danish bond market (Danish government bonds and
bonds issued by financial institutions) in the next three months.
UNDERWEIGHT: In our view, the return on the bond segment will be lower than the return on the total Danish bond market (Danish government bonds
and bonds issued by financial institutions) in the next three months.
Distribution of recommendations
The distribution of the direct investment recommendations from Fixed Income & Nordic Research within the past quarter is shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Proportion I is the distribution of our recommendations and it therefore sums to 100%. Proportion II is the share of issuers within each category above for
which Nykredit Bank A/S has carried out major investment bank transactions in the past 12 months.
Table 1: Recommendations – fixed income

Proportion I

Proportion II

Buy

50

0

Sell

50

0

Table 2: Recommendations – portfolio allocation

Proportion I

Proportion II

Overweight

0

0

Neutral

0

0

Underweight

0

0

Source: Nykredit Markets
Historical returns and price developments
To the extent that this material contains information on historical prices and/or returns, reference is made to historical returns and prices at nykredit.dk,
which provides information on price developments and returns for the past five years (or the life of the instrument concerned, if less than five years) of the
financial instruments for which Fixed Income & Nordic Research has made direct investment recommendations.
Information about Nykredit
This research has been prepared by Nykredit Markets, which is part of Nykredit Bank A/S. Nykredit Bank A/S is a financial undertaking subject to the
supervision of the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority. Nykredit Bank A/S is a wholly-owned Danish subsidiary of Nykredit Realkredit A/S. Nykredit
Bank A/S has significant financial interests in relation to Nykredit Realkredit A/S in the form of standard bank operations and investments in covered
bonds and mortgage bonds issued by Nykredit Realkredit A/S. The research complies with the recommendations of the Danish Securities Dealers Association.
Within the past 12 months, Nykredit Bank A/S has carried out major investment bank transactions for – and has acted as manager of public offerings of
securities issued by – Bank of America, Barclays, BNP Paribas, BPCE, Credit Mutuel Arkea, Danske Andelskassers Bank A/S, DLR Kredit A/S, DSV A/S, Erste
Group Bank AG, Goldman Sachs, Heimstaden AB, ING Belgium SA/NV, Intrum AB, J.P. Morgan, Jutlander Bank A/S, Klövern AB, Morgan Stanley, Nordfyns Bank

A/S, Nykredit Realkredit A.S., Sparekassen Djursland, Sparekassen Sjælland-Fyn A/S, Sparekassen, Vendsyssel, STG Global Finance B.V., Unicredit, Vestjysk
Bank A/S.

Nykredit Markets acts as market maker in Danish government bonds, Danish covered bonds and Danish mortgage bonds and may therefore have positions in these securities. Nykredit Markets also acts as primary dealer for Swedish sovereign debt and Swedish covered bonds.
Nykredit Bank A/S has a policy on conflicts of interest for the identification, handling and disclosure of conflicts of interest in connection with the securities
trading Nykredit Bank A/S performs for customers. The staff of Nykredit Markets must at all times be alert to any conflicts of interest between Nykredit
Bank A/S and customers, between customers, and between staff on the one hand and Nykredit Bank A/S or customers on the other, and must endeavour
to avoid conflicts of interest. If the staff of Nykredit Markets become aware of matters which may represent a conflict of interest, they are obliged to disclose such information to their superiors and the compliance function, who will then decide how to handle the situation.
Fixed Income & Nordic Research in Nykredit Markets works independently of Debt Capital Markets, is organised independently of and does not report to
any other business areas within the Nykredit Group. The non-independent team of analysts in Fixed Income & Nordic Research may be physically located
together with the Sales and Trading functions of Nykredit Markets and may consult with them regularly about market information, including prices and
spread levels and trading activity in relation to specific instruments, sectors and asset classes for the purpose of the preparation of marketing communications. Recommendations from analysts of Fixed Income & Nordic Research may differ from recommendations made in Nykredit Markets's Sales and
Trading functions and the functions which prepare investment research. The remuneration of analysts is partly based on Nykredit Bank A/S's overall
performance including income from investment bank transactions. However, analysts do not receive any bonus or other form of payment directly relating
to specific corporate finance or debt capital transactions. Research staff do not receive remuneration relating to investment bank transactions carried out
by companies in the Nykredit Group.
This investment research was finished and released for distribution for the first time on the date stated on the front page.
Financial models and methods applied
Calculations and presentations are based on ordinary econometric and financial tools and methods as well as publicly available sources. Assessments of
Danish callable mortgage bonds are modelled using a proprietary model consisting of a stochastic yield structure model and a statistical refinancing
model calibrated to borrowers' historical prepayment behaviour. The models have been approved by the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority.
Unless otherwise specified, prices stated in this research prevailed at 15:40 CET on the trade day before the date stated on the front page.
Risk warning
Assessments and recommendations, if any, made in this publication may involve substantial risks. Such risk, including a sensitivity analysis based on
relevant assumptions, is described in this research. All investors should consider the purpose of their investment and make their own decisions as regards any kind of investment in financial instruments mentioned in this research.
DISCLAIMER
This material has been produced by Nykredit Markets for the personal information of the investors to whom Nykredit Markets has distributed the material.
The material is based on information available to the public and on own calculations based on the same.
The security price, if any, mentioned together with the key figures, is only stated for the purpose of documentation of calculation of key figures. The security price may not be used, neither externally nor internally.
Nykredit Markets accepts no liability for the correctness, accuracy or completeness of the information in the material. Recommendations are not to be
considered as offers to buy or sell the securities in question, and Nykredit Markets accepts no liability for transactions based on information presented in
the material.
Information on previous returns, simulated previous returns or future returns presented in the material cannot be used as a reliable indicator of future
returns, and returns may be negative. Information on price developments presented in this material cannot be used as a reliable indicator of future price
developments, and price developments may be negative. Gains may increase or decrease due to exchange rate fluctuations. If the material contains
information on a specific tax treatment, investors should bear in mind that the tax treatment depends on the investor's individual situation and may change
in future. If the material contains information based on gross returns, such returns may be reduced by fees, commissions and other costs.
Nykredit Bank A/S and/or other companies of the Nykredit Group may buy, sell or hold positions in securities referred to in the material, and these companies may be involved in corporate finance activities or other activities for companies referred to in the material.
This material may not be reproduced or distributed without the prior consent of Nykredit Markets.
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